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This paper is concerned with a 2 channelprofessional DAT system which consists of a studio DAT,
an editing controller and a portableDAT.The studio DATincorporates professional functions, such
as Read After Write, recording and playback of SMPTE time code, assemble/insert editing, chase
synchronization and variablespeed. The editing controller is designed to perform subframe editing.
The editing acct_acy is +/-30us. In the portable DAT, Read After Write and record,replaycapabili-
ty of SMPTE time code are incorporated, and the low power consumption LSIs enable full record-
hagof a 2-hour DAT tape with a rechargeablebattery.

1.Introduction are two basic requirements: One is to determine an edit

DAT was originally developed in the consumer field by point precisely. The other is to synchronize with a master
the DAT conferencel), and because of its high perfor- equipment precisely. The studio DAT is designed to satisfy
mance, DAT is applicable to professional use.2)'(5)In or- these requirements and bas achieved high accuracy of +/-
der to adapt DAT to professional field, it is required that 30ms ( about 1/1000 of a SMPTE frame period ) in both
the professional DAT incorporates not only consumer use editing and chase synchronization.
functions but also professional use functions, because the For the user's convenience, we take the following things
standards such as time code and digital input/output for- into account. The studio DAT includes editing capability
mats are different between professional and consumer and synchronizing capability for audio-for-video use. Fur-
equipment, and the functions such as editing and synchro- thermore the studio DAT incorporates memory check and
nization are not included in a consumer DAT. There are rehearsal using solid state memory to rehearse many times

some important factors which must be taken into account, quickly. In a portable DAT, light weight mobility and long
The first point is recording and playback of battery life are necessary along with features such as Read

SMPTE/EBU time code which are widely used in broad- After Write, and SMPTE/EBU time code record,replay ca-
casting and production studios. It is required that the pability. Helical scan DAT withstands shocks and vibra-
recording format should be standardized. The time code tions compared with stationary head taperecorder, and it is
recording format was discussed and formed in IEC suitable for a portable equipment. The decrease in power
SC60A/WG16 Japan National Committee. This draft start- consumption and weight is the key to achieve a portable
dard was submitted to IEC/Paris in February of 1989 and professional DAT.
the discussion has started. Our DAT system employs the In the following sections, we will explain the techniques

draft standard ( IEC/Japan )6) and maintains the employed in the professional DAT system and the mca-
input/output compatibility with other professional equip- surement results of the accuracy with respect to editing and

ments. The compatibility with consumer equipments is chase synchronization.
also important. In broadcasting and production studios, it
is required that pre-recorded consumer tapes are played 2. DAT format and recording method of time code
back in professional players, and also it is desired to play
back professional tapes on low-cost consumer DAT decks. 2.1 DAT format
This implies that some cross-compatibility between con- Fig.1 shows the tape format of DAT. A pair of plus
sumer and professional format be required. Furthermore, azimuth track and the following minus azimuth track form
it is necessary that consumer tapes are played back in a a frame. The optional track 1 and 2 are on the lower and
professional DAT without an external adapter or increase upper edge of a tape. The part that contains music signal is
of hardware cost. Our professional DAT system satisfies Main data. Sub data area 1 and 2 in two locations before

theserequirements, and after the Main data contain Sub data informationsuch
The second point is to be able to edit and synchronize as program number and DAT time code. ATF is used as a

with high accuracy. In tape to tape editing, the accuracy is tracking signal for servo control during playback.
sometimes required to be less than 1/10 of a frame in appli-
cations such as spot eraseand alteration of notes. Because 2.2. Recording method of time code
of the differences in frame rates between DAT and SMPTE/EBU time code consists of 80 bits per frame.

SMPTE/EBU time codes, there is a difficulty in frame to The information to be recorded is time code, user's bits
frame matching. In order to achieve high accuracy, there and some other flag bits. When SMPTE/EBU time code is
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recorded on a tape, a time code with DAT flames is prefer- carries the time code with DAT frames and the above tim-
able for the followingreasons, lng informationwith the resolutionof the orderof a sam-

1)In order to realize the compatibility between consumer pie.
and professional tapes, it is better to design a professional
timecodeformatcloseto a consumerDAT format. 3.Configuration of the studio DAT

2)Becausethe internalsignalprocessingof a DAT is car-
fled out on thebasisof a DAT frame,it is advantageousto 3.1Signal flow of PCM
use a DAT frame rather than to use a SMIYYE_BU frame Fig.3 illustrates the block diagram of the studio DAT.
for editing and synchronization process. The studio DAT consists of mechanism, servo control, sig-

Fm',,hermore,it is necessary to record a timing informa- hal processing, trim memory and digital crossfader, analog
input and output, digital input and output, time code pro-

Tabl, 1' Ratio of professional timecoda and DATframe rates cessor and system control microprocessor blocks.
In the case of editing, the playback PCM data which isTIME CODE RATIO

( TIMECODE: DAT) pre-read from a tape with a pair of advanced heads cross-
fades to the input PCM data at an edit point. Both PCM

29.97Hz 900 : 1001
SMPTE data are recorded with a pair of trailing heads and the

a0Nz 9: l0 recording begins several frames before the edit point. The

EBU 3 : 4 signal picked up by the advanced heads is amplified and
waveform-shaped in RF circuit, and it is applied to the sig-

Film 18 : 25 nal processing LSI-2 which decodes PCM and Sub data af-
ter 10-8 demodulation. The errors contained in PCM data

don which relates SMPTE/EBU time code frame to DAT are corrected by two-dimensional ( C1/C2 ) Reed Solomon
time code frame for the following two reasons, error correction strategy and the uncorrected errors are

1)A DAT frame cannot be specified by a single concealed by an average interpolation, then the PCM data
SMPTE/EBU frame number, because the frame period of is transferred to the trim memory-2. At the same time Sub
SMPTE/EBU is longer than that of DAT as shown in data including the time code information, Sub-IDs and oth-
Tab.1. er parameters are sent from the signal processing LSI-2 to

2)The phase relation between a SMFrE/EBU time code the system control microprocessor.
frame and a DAT frame must be recorded and reproduced
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SC60A/WG16 draft standard ( Japan ). SMPTE/EBU time .........
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fessional DAT time code and is .... _ _ _- -- {

recorded in the Sub data area in the form of Packs. Fig.2 '.... It"[;_;-_ I {<
shows Sub data block format. When it is played back, the ...... [= I< I I _ l

9PIN ,jprofessional DAT time code is converted into ......

SMFI'E/EBU time code. The professional DAT time code Fig.3: Blockdiagramof the studio DAT
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An input analog signal is converted into digital form ( gram for the trim memory and the crossfader. The memory
PCM data ) by a high resolution oversampling Analog to size of 16 Mbits allows storage of 5.46 seconds PCM data
Digital ( A/D ) converter utilizing multistage noise shap- for each of the trim memories-1 and 2. Because the write
ing( MASH ) modulation techniques. The PCM data is and read address space is 218, and the memory size is 4
fed to the trim memory-l. Mbits per channel respectively, the resolution of address is

Both PCM data from the trim memories-1 and 2 are ap- a 16 bit-wc_d ( 1 sample ).
plied to the digital erossfader. The output from the digital
crossfader is applied to the signal processing LSI-1 which 4.2Memory check and rehearsal
encodes PCM and Sub data followed by 8-10 modulation; The trim memories-1 and 2 are ring memories as shown
C1 and C2 parities for the Reed Solomon error correction in Fig.5. In memory check and rehearsal, the memorized

code are attached to the PCM data. The Sub data includes PCM data can be read out up to and away from the entry
the time code information, Sub-IDs and other parameters time code at which the content of a recorded tape is altered
which are supplied from the system control microproces- by recording new material. So it is very important to obtain
sor. The encoded signal from the signal processing LSI-1 is the accurate entry address corresponding to the entry time
fed to RF circuit and then to the wailing heads, code. The process to determine the above entry address is

as follows. In normal playback, the reproduced PCM data
3.2 Signal flow of time code is continually written into the trim memory-2 by the rotat-

Time code conversion is performed by the following. In ing write address ADW and is read out from the trim mem-
recording, the incoming SMPTE time code is demodulated ory-2 by the rotating read address ADR which is equiva-
in Time Code Reader ( TCR ). The time code read by lent to ADW. This means that the delay address ADdl is set
TCR is transferred to the Tune Code ProceSSOr( TCP ). In zero. When an entry time code is given, address writing is
the TCP, the input SMffrE time code is sampled by the stopped about 2.73 seconds after the entry. The entry time
DAT frame reference signal, the period of which corre- code is converted into the professional DAT time code de-
sponds to one frame of the PCM data. The external frame noted as TCE. The write end address and the correspond-
sync signal is selectable between either the input video ing write end time code are denoted as ADWed and

sync signal ( composite or black burst ) and the input time TCWed. When TCWed and TCE are expressed in units of
code. The SIVlPTE time code sampled in the TCP is con- seconds, the entry address ADE can be calculated by AD-
vetted into the professional DAT time code which is sent to Wed, TCWed and TCE by the following equotjon.
the system control microprocessor. In playback, the repro- ADE = Al)Wed -INT[(TCWed-TCE)/(1/48000)] (4.1)
duced professional DAT time code is transferred to the Because the resolution of the professional DAT time
TCP via the signal processing LSI-2 and the system control code is of the order of 1 sample and one increment of ad-
microprocessor. In the TCP, the professional DAT time dress corresponds 1 sample, the entry address ADE can be
code is converted into the SMPTE time code. obtained with the accuracy of 1 sample.

4.Trim memory and crossfader 4.3 Timing delay of PCM data In synchronization
The process for giving a timing delay is as follows. The

4.1 Configuration delay addressADcll between a read addressand a write ad-
The purposes for using the trim memory are as follows, dress is determined according to the time difference be-
1) Memory check and rehearsal to hear the edit played tween the reproduced time code and an external time code.

out of memory up to and away from an edit point. Because the delay address is calculated by using the pro-
2)Providing timing delays for the PCM data to precisely fessional DAT time code with the accuracy of 1 sample,

synchronize with an external time code. the reproduced PCM data can be delayed by 1 sample. This
The crossfader is used to join together successive pro- method is used in the synchronization process in section

grams without click noises. Fig.4 illustrates the block dia- 5.3.
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4.4Crossfader The crossfade address Al)cf can be obtained with the ac-

The edit point is defined as the start of crossfade. In curacyof a sample.
Fig.4, the erossfade address is calculatedby using the pro- The output SMlYI'E' lime code from the Rec_der must be
fessional DAT lime code and set in C-register. The com- flame-synchronized to the DAT frame. The frame-synchro-
parator generates a erossfade start flag when the read ad- nization of time code means that the phase relation between
dress ADR of the trim memory-1 coincides with the the DAT frame and the SMFrE frame is reproducedas it is
erossfade address in the C-register. The crossfade start flag recorded. As it is mentioned in section 2.2, the phase rela-
triggers crossfade. The crossfade lime ranges from 0 to lion between the DAT frame and the SMPTE frame is ob-
160ms. The process to detexmine the crossfade address is mined from the timing informalion of the professionalDAT
described in section lime code.The liming of the synchroniT_afionbits of the out-

put SMFIE time code from the Recorder is determined on
5.Edit thebasisof the abovephase relation.

5.1Editmode 5.3Synchronizationprocess
In assemble editing; all the data ( Main data, Sub data The synchronization process is that the slave DAT

and ATF ) are overwritten at the same time. In insert edit- synchronizes the PCM signal at the digital output terminal
ing, any desired data except for ATF can be edited, which to the master time code with the time code difference be-
means that audio data insert and Sub data ( time code and tween the edit points of the master and the slave equip-
Sub IDs ) insert are supported. In insert editing, since ments. The synchronization is performed in the Player.
recording is performed referring to the previously recorded Fig.8 shows the synchronization method. After prerolling
ATF signal, a tape on which ATF signal has been already to points several seconds before edit points, both the
recorded must be used. The internal process of the editing Recorder and the Player run forward and go into play
and synchronization is described below, mode. Ideally the Player must run ahead of the Recorder

by time ( TEPpl TEPre), where TEPpl and TEPre are the
5.2 Editing process entry lime codes for the Player and the Recorder respec-

The master equipment performs editing and supplies the tively. In order to explain the synchronization process, we
master lime code to the slave equipment. In this system, the consider a time code which is exactly in line with the PCM
Recorder is the master and the Player is the slave. The Play- signal. Let TDOpI(O be the lime codein line with the PClVl
er chase synchronizes to the master time code supplied from signal at the digital output terminal of the Player, and
the Recorder. The signal flow diagram for digital tape to TCOre40 be the master time code from the Recorder. The
tape editing using studio DATs and anediting conlroHeris ideal relation between TDOpI(0 and TCOre(0 is:
shown in Fig.6. The PCM signal is supplied from the digital TDOpl(t) = TCOre(t) + TEPpl - TEPre (5.2)
output of the Player to the digital input of the Recorder. So, Due to the limitation of tape transport tolerances, it is
the Recorder is clock-synchronized to the Player. Fig.7 generally difficult to satisfy the above eq.(5.2) only by m_
shows the algorithm for editing. In step 1, the entry SMP'IE chanical ways. An alternative is utilizing memory. In our
time code is converted into the professionalDAT time code. system, the Player runs ahead of the Recorder by time (
In step 2 and 3, the crossfade address is calculated and is set TEPpl - TEPre + TOF ) where TOF is an additional offset
in the C-register several frames before the edit point. Let the lime. Let TDTpI(0 be the time code in line with the PCM
reproduced time code corresponding to the rotating read ad- data from the signal proceSSingLSI-2 in the Player. Then
dress ADR be TCC. The crossfade address is calculated ac-

cording to the time difference between the entry lime code
TCE and the lime code TCC. When TCE and TCC are ex- st_
pressed in units of seconds, the crossfade address ADcf is

obtainedas: (Stepl) Convert the entry SHPTEtime
ADcf=ADR+INT[(TCE-TCC)/(1/48000)] (5.1) code into the professional

OATtime code
F--................................................................... _ r...............................................................................

I J i

I ,L,,D_R_i Calculate the crossfade Ii (Step2) address In.[

i.... ..i |
' i

I
_L.! Set the crossfade I

i i_:_c:_i:_;_: i (Step3) address in the C-register I
]

Fig.6:Signal flowineditingby an aditingcontroller Fig.7:Flowchartfor edit
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........ ,.0,.,............ synchroni?ation.TOF is expressedas an integralmultiple

.......................... of DAT frames.This makes the calculation of ADdl easy.
"_.... ,.......... Fig.9 shows the algorithm for the Player process. In step

_ ......, 1, the master time code is converted into file professional
Pff,:°,........... DAT time code. In step 2, the delay address ADdl is calcu-

lated and in step 3 the delay address AIMI is set in the trim
._0.... memory-2 as offset.

PREROLL

..... -_ 5.4Deck to deck editing
)

P,E_ _ k ..... In deck to deck editing, a 9pin cable connects the
"°p',"i .... Recorder and the Player. The Recorder becomes a master

Fig.8:SynchronizationbetweenRecorderandPlayer DAT.The internal process is basically the same as the edit-
ing by the controller except that the commands are sent

TDTpI(t) is expressed by the following eqnatlon, from the Recorder instead of the editing controller.
TDTpl(t) = TCOre (t) + TEPpl - TEPre + TOF (5.3)
ThePCM datais delayedin theaim memory-2by TDL 6.Chase synchronization

at pointPl. Furthermorethc timedelayof theDOUT block
mustbc considered.Let the time delayof theDOUT block 6.1Chase mode
be TTD, then TDOpl(t) is expressed as: Two types of chase synchronization, mode 1 and mode 2

TDOpl(t) = TDTpl(t) - TDL - TTD (5A) are supported. In mode 1, the slave DAT locks to a master
And if time code supplied from a master Video Cassette Recorder
TDL = TOF- TIT) (5.5) ( VCR ) or DAT at one point after which the slave DAT
then eq.(5A) is equivalent to eq.(5.2). The editing accu- runs in play mode. In mode 2, the slave DAT chases to the

racy depends on the accuracy of TDL. So TDL is precisely master time code continuously. If the master equipment
adjusted by the trim memory so as to satisfy eq.(5.5), runs in fast forward/fast rewind/play modes, the slave DAT
When TOF and TTD are expressed in units of seconds, the in mode 2 automatically changes it's speed and runs in fast
delay address ADdl is calculated as: forward/fast rewind/play modes. The slave DAT in mode 2

ADdl = INT [(TOF - TIT)) / (1/48000)] (5.6) also chases to the master VCR in shuttle mode.
The address ADdl is calculated with the accuracy of 1

sample. 6.2Chase mode 1
The above TOF is expressed as the sum of an integral Fig.10 shows the process of chase synchronization mode

multiple of DAT frames and the timing information. In or- 1. The DAT chases to the master time code in fast forward
der to simplify the calculation of ADdl, a frame synchro- mode. The professional DAT time code converted from the
nization technique is used. In this technique the DAT frame master SMPTE time code is compared with the reproduced
reference signal of the Player is frame-synchronized to the professional DAT time code, then the difference between
incoming master SMPTE time code. The counter of the the two is calculated. When the reproduced time code ap-
signal processing LSI-2 which generates the DAT frame preaches to the master time code, the DAT runs in cue/re-
reference signal is reset several seconds before the edit view and 1.2times speed modes. As soon as the DAT over-
point on the basis of the timing information. By this frame takes the master time code at point Q1, it runs in play

mode. The time code TDTpI(O in line with the PCM d__ata
from the signal processing LSI-2 is ahead of the master

( start ') time code by time TOE At point Q2, TDTpI(0 is expressed
as:

Convert the master time code TDTpI(t)=TCOmr(0+TOF (6.1)
(Stepl)

into the professional OAT

time code TDTpI([)OFFSET TIME ,,,-

TIME CODE .,.,,,,_,_

I J '(Step2) Calculate the delay address MASTERTJ,R , '
coDET¢O.r.,// i ri

I ili
Set the delay address [ i

'_ m i i

(Step3) in the trim memory-2 i { )

_/ >K ><.'i i T,M_t O.,RD 'CUE. ,4,4,4'
(.,) 01 O2 O3

Fig.9:Flowchartfor synehmnization Fig.10:Processofchasesynchronization
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pitch is +/4}.1% so there are no audible wow and flutter in
reproduced sound.

7.Variable pitch control
The range of variable pitch control is +/-12.4%. The

c..... ,0,Tc0 block diagram for playback is shown in Fig.l 1. The clock
(7_.723 kOz± 12.4%)

(....... _R,, generator supplies the master clock of 24.576 MHz to the
o- signal processing I.,Sis and the clock of 9.408 MHz to the

'RR°_ serve block which ulilizes 9.408 MHz as the count clock

-%PoE,0,0 for the Frequency Generator and the Pulse Generator of
Fig.11:Blockdiagramofvariablepitchcontrol drive motorsandATF syncdetection.The samplingclock

FsandtheDAT framereferencesignal100/3Hz arcgener-
ated in the signal processingLSI-2. The clock generator

Ta,........ t also supplies to the TCP the clocks of 76.723 kHz for the
(

T_ T1 Track width Ad..... d bit clock and the internal video frame synchronization sig-
Petrie,A .v_ h,ad nal. In the variable pitch mode, it is necessary to change

' +x,,_,,'%' -%- of the master clock. The system control microprocessor

T_ _. sends the Pitch information to the clock generator.

T. _,ng_ 8.Mechanism and servo control
head NNN_ '**'*

8.1Four heads cylinder assembly and mechanism
Track x_

Pottle,B Both accuracy and reliability are raised by the
Fig. 12:Relationbetween tracksand heads mechanism which employs an independent Direct Drive

motor for each of the capstan, the 4 heads cylinder and the
where TCOmr(0 is the master lime code. After point Q3, two reels. In editing, the advanced heads arc used for pre-

the PCM data is delayed in the trim memory-2 by time ( reading and the trailing heads are used for after recording.
TOF - TTD ), then we obtain: Fig.12 illustrates the relation between tracks and heads.At

TDOpl(t) = TCOmr(t) (6.2) an edit-in point, if T2 is greater than 0, the width of the
The theoretical limitation for the accuracy is of the order track immediately before the start of the edit-in track will

of a sample, become narrow by the portion A and if T2 is less than 0,
unerased portion will remain. At an edit-out point, if T1 is

6.3Chase mode 2 greater than 0, the track immediately after the edit-out
In chase mode 2, when the master equipment changes track will become narrow and if TI is less than0, uneras_

it's speed, the DAT runs in cue, review and fast portion will remain. In order to solve this problem the
forward/rewind mode to chase to the master time code. Al- width of the wailingheads is designed to be a little narrow-
though the tape speed variation steps are not the same be- er than that of the advanced heads. Although this will
tween a VCR and a DAT, the slave DAT chases to the mas- slightly decrease the offset margin of the trailing heads
ter time code on average. When the master equipment is in during Read After Write, appropriate and precise dimen-
play mode, the slave DAT is also set in play mode, and sions of the heads give satisfactory results. The fundamen-
chases to the master time code by variable pitch control if Iai mechanisms are basically the same in both studio and
the time difference between the master and the slave equip- portable D ATs. Except for the cassette loading structure,
ments exceeds 0.4ms. The minimum step of the variable the main difference is that the emergency eject of a cassette

· PLAYER

R_:CRROERSiRE ( ERROR = 9_s ) ' PLAYER SlOE ( ERROR= 7_us ) RECORDERSIRE ( ERROR= l_a ) PLAYER SIDE ( ERROR = 19_s )

ERIT POINT RECRRRER= 1_12S21.1E EDIT POINT RECORRER= IHI2S21.1F

PLAYER 11H3OSO7.SF PLAYER = 11M36S07.$O

Fig (O. ........ S ..... / ELY.) Fig lab (YE......... S ..... / DiV. )· 13 (HORIZON....... 1....... ) · ----- ( .......... A.... lis /RIV. )
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is employed in the portable DAT. When a cassette cannot be rehearsed and recorded. They are also erasable and
be ejected by accident, it can be taken out manually, rewritable.

8.2Servo control in high speed search 11.Measurement results of the accuracy In edit and
High speedseamhis pea'formedby thefollowing. In our synchronization

system, Constant Relative Velocity ( CRV ) technique is
usedfor high speedsearchwherethe tape speedand the 11.1Measuring method
cylinder rotation speed is controlled to keep the tape to The accuracy of editing and chase synchronization is
head relative velocity constant. When the DAT is in fast very important. The editing accuracy has to be measured of
forward and rewind mode, the tape to head relative veloci- the order of a sample period ( 20.83us ). For this purpose
ty changes according to the tape speed, and the bit rate into we have devised a measuring method with high accuracy.
the playback PLL, which is included in RF block in Fig.3, The points are as follows.
deviates around the normal rate of 9.408MHz. In order to 1)The time code is recorded in both Sub data area and
read Sub data, the bit rate deviation must be within the Main data area. Both time codes must be frequency-syn-
lock range of the playback PLL. The servo LSI changes the chronized. Two types of tapes, Tape-1 and Tape-2 are pre-
tape speed and the cylinder rotation speed at 16 steps up to pared. In Tape-I, the time code in Sub data area is in line
200 times normal speed (x12.5,x25,x37.5.... ). Furthermore with the PCM data in Main data area. In Tape-2,the time
the residual bit rate deviation detected by the signal pro- code recorded in Main data_area is advanced by the time
cessing LSI-2 is applied to servo LSI for the correction of corresponding to the time delay in a D/A converter,a digi-
tape speed. Consequently the bit rate deviation is sup- tal filter and a low pass analog filter to read the time code
pressed within +/-3%, which realizes smooth and fast re- in line with the PCM data at the analog output terminal.
sponse in tape speed change at any speed including 200 2)In editing, Tape-1 is used. Signals with different levels
times normalplayback speed. Servo conlxol is also basical- are recorded for a Recorder tape and a Player tape respec-
ly the same in both studio and portable DATs. lively. The cut edit point is identified by the amplitude

change at edit points between a Recorder tape and a Player
9.A/D converter tape. The accuracy within a frame is obtained by measur-

Low power consumption is very important in a portable ing the time difference between the cut edit point and the
DAT whereanalog circuits usually dissipate more than half start of a SMPTE framewhich is identical to the end of the
of the total power. The key device to reduce power dissipa- synchronization bits of the SMPTE time code. By this
tion is the A/D converter. Oar studio and portable DATs method the editing accuracy of the order of several micro
employ the MASH A/D converters developed under the seconds can be measured.
guidance of Nippon Telegraph and Telephone corporation. 3)In chase synchronization, Tape-2 is used. The time dif-
Because the MASH A/D converter is a 64 times oversam- ference between the master time code and the time code at
piing CMOS 1.31including a digital f'dter, only a 3rd order the analog output of the slave DAT is measured by com-
anti-aliasing analog filter is necessary. As a result, the paring the two time codes by using a microcomputer. The
power consumption of the A/D conversion block including detecting resolution is within +/-10liS.
anti-aiiasing analog filters is 650 mW per dual channels.
This is about1/3of that in thecaseof thecombinationof 11.2Results
conventional successive approximation A/D converters,
digital filters, and higher order*analog fdters. The MASH 11.2.1Editing accuracy
A/D converter and other power saving techniques in the The results for the assemble editing by the controller are
portable DAT allow up to 2 hours of continuous recording photographed in Fig.13 (a) and Co),where the joint portion
with a commonly used NP1A rechargeable battery, for memory check and edit is shown. This case is SMPTE (

ERROR(as)
10.Other features

10.1External clock synchronization 2 .......................................................................
The studio DAT is designed to accommodate an NTSC VARIABLEPITCH

composite video signal or black burst signal for locking the 1 ...................... I-*_-................ ;_o}..........................

1

internal clock to a "House Sync" reference. The synchro- _ "_
nization to a word sync clock is also provided. From the 0 0.38ms

above House sync or word clock, the master clocks are -1 .........................................................................
generated in the equipments. This makes possible the syn-
chronized operationamong audio and video equipments. -2 .........................................................................

10.2Recording and Rehearsal of Start-ID, Program ' ' ' ' ' '
Number and Skip-ID 10..... ds E_PSE0mE

Start-ID,Program Number and Skip-ID are used for Fig.14:Accuracyof chasesynchronizationmode2 (mea-
searchingprogramslike a CompactDisc player.They can sured)
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Tab.3Accuracy of chase synchronization

ITEM ACCURACY

CHASEMODE1 Within 30# s

CHASEMODE2 Within 0.4ms

11.2.2Chase synchronization
Fig. 15: External view of the professional DAFsystem The results for chase synchronization mode I is shown

in Tab.3. The accuracy, which means the error between the

29.97 Hz ) time code. In each photograph, the lower part master time code and the output PCM data from the slave
is the analog output signal equivalent to SMPTE time DAT, is within +/-30us at the lock-in point in chase mode
code. In Fig. 13(a),(b) the Recorder and the Player sides 1. When both the master equipment and the slave DAT are
show the edit point information within a frame in the connected to a video sync signal, the accuracy is within +/-
Recorder and the Player respectively. The time code signal 30us as long as the equipments are in play mode. However
with the amplitude of about 0.4 V is the signal from the if the video sync signal is not connected to each equip-
Recorder and the time code with the amplitude of about 0.8 ment, the enxx increases because of a sight difference be-
V is the signal from the Player. The edit point is recog- tweon the two master clocks for the master equipment and
nized by the amplitude change. The entry points are 1 the slave DAT.
minute 12 seconds 21.1 frames for the Recorder and Il The accuracy for chase mode 2 is measured when the
minutes 36 seconds 7.9 frames for the Player. The time time code is supplied from the master equipment to the
code supplied from the analog output of the Recorder is DAT without a video sync signal. Because of the differ-
memorized in a storage oscilloscope. Because the time ences of the master clocks of the two equipments, the error

code is a biphase mark signal, hours, minutes, seconds and increases gradually. Fig.14 is a example of the measure-
frames are easily read from the screen. The sub frame ac- ment results. The vertical axis is the error which is ob-
curacy is measured by magnifying the horizontal scale as rained by subtracting the master time code from the output
shown in Fig. 13(a)and Co). time code of the slave DAT. When the error becomes

In the case of memory check shown in Fig. 13(a), the greater than 0.4ms, the slave DAT changes it's tape speed
time information within a frame reads 3.328ms on the by 0.1% and then the error decreases. The error is within
Recorder side and the error is calculated by subtracting 0.38ms when the master equipment is in play mode.
3.328ms from 3.337ms (1/10 of a 29.97Hz SMFIE frame )
which results in 9 us. The error on the Player side is 7 us.
The errors in editing are obtained from Fig. 13(b). Thus 12.Summaryof the features
from Fig. 13 we can easily obtain the editing accuracy. Tab.4 shows the specifications for the studio DAT, the

Tab.2 shows an example of the accuracy measured. Many portable DAT, and the editing controller. In Fig. 15 the ex-
measurements give similar results and the editing accuracy ternal view of our professional DAT system is shown. The
is within +/-30us. In the case of deck to deck editing the main features of the studio DAT and the portable DAT are
accuracy is also within +/-30us. The error of +/-30us is as follows.
caused by not only the conversion between the SMPTE 1) Studio DAT

time code and the professional DAT time code but also the *Read After Write and Write After Read
small timing errors in the hardware. So, the accuracy can *Recording and playback of SMPTE time code
be improved in the future. *Internal Time Code Reader/GeneraU_r

*Digital I/O with AES/EBU
Tab.2:Accuracy of assemble edit *Memory rehearsal for both Recorder and Player ( Re-

ENTRY POINT hearsal time: 5.46 seconds )
RECORDER = 1M12S21.1F *Assemble and insert editing by Deck to Deck or by
PLAYER = 11M36S07.9F Controller

*Chase synchronization

RECORDER PLAYER *Clock synchronization
ITEM *Variable pitch control

ERROR ERROR *Digital crossfade
MEMORYCHECK 9u s 7 u s *Auto locate with frame accuracy

MEMORYREHEARSAL 9# s 7# s *Cueing function ( 3 times and 15 times normal play-
back speed)

TAPEREHEARSAL 3_t s 19tts *Recording and rehearsal of Sub-ID ( Start-ID, Skip-ID
EDIT 1# s 19# s and Program number )

*Remote control via RS422 protocol

TAPEREVIEW_ l u s 19us 2)Portable DAT
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Tab.4(a): Specificationsof Studio DAT
Tab.4(c): Specificationsof Editing controller

Tab.4 (a) Specifications of Studio BAT Tab.4(c) Specifications of Editing controller

ITEM SPEC I F I CAT IONS
ITEM SPEC I F I CAT IONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FREOUENCYRESPONSE within +0.5 dB,2OHz to 20kHz SERIAL REMOTE Dp,RS-422
DYHANIC RANGE Better than 90 dR

TOTAL HARMONICDISTORTION Less than O.OOb_ ( lkHz ) at maximum output level POWERSUPPLY IOOVAC,50/6OHm,E[O
CHOSSTALK Better than 80 dB ( 8kHz ) DIMENSIONS 300(W) x 132.5(H) x 330(D) ma

EMPHASIS T1 = 50us, T2 = 15_t s WEIGHT 5.5kg
WOWAND FLUTTER Beyond measurement limits
CHANNELLEVEL DEVIATION Two channels within 0.2 dB ( 1 kHz )

*Read After Write and Write After Read
DIGITAL SIGNAL FORMAT

SA_LINOFNEOUENCY4SkEz *Recording and playback of SMpTE time code
QUANTIZATION 16-bi t linear

ERRORCORRECTION 2 di .... tonal Need-Sol.... Code *Recording and rehearsal of Sub-ID ( Start-ID, Skip- ID
NO. OF CHANNELS 2

MODULATION 8-10....... io. and Program number )
CYLINDERDIAM_EE l]0.m *Cueing functionCYLINDERROTATION SPEED 2000 rps

TAPESPEEU 8 ,5./s 13. ConclusionTRACK PITCH 13.6# m

MECHANICALSPECIFICATIONS In this paper, a prototype DAT system with professional
FF/REWINDTIME Within 50 .... ds for a 2-hour DA? ..... tee functions is shown. This professional DAT system employingSEARCHSPEED Op to 200 times normal playback speed

CUEINGSPEED 3 times / 15 ti ....... 1 playback speed IEC draft format of the time code offers compatibility of timeVARIABLE SPEED Bp to ±12.4% of normal playback speed

ELECTRICALSPmP_CATIBNS code with other professional equipments and capability to play
INPOT back pre-recorded DAT consumer tapes. The combination of im-LINE IN Balanced XLR-5

Nominal level: +2dBm/-22d_l (-2VU) plementing IEC draft format and solid state memories has
Input imp : lOkg]/600_

TIME CODE IN BalancedXCH-I] achieved high accuracy of 30us in editing and chase synchroniza-
SNPTE29.97Hz, 80 bit time code format

Level : 0._0Vp-p. tion in mode 1. This meansthat our systemmeetsthe slfingent
DIGITAL IN AES/EBU format ( CCLR-647 )

VIDEO SYNC IN NTSC forint demands for high quality editing and chase synchronization in au-
Level : greater than 0.3VP-p

WORDSYNC IN RNC ...... bar,ITL comPatible din production, audio video broadcasting and other applications.
OUTPUT

LINE OOT Bal .... d NLR-S These advantages will open up a wide variety of applications in-
Nominal level: +2dBm/-22dl_ (-2VU)

TINE CODE Hal .... d NCR-il eluding advanced audio-video shots, software exchange among
SMPTE 29.97Hz, 80 bit time code format

Level : 2.0_2.8Vp-p. consumer and professional equipments. The portable DAT offers
DIGITAL OUT AES/EBB format ( CCLR-647 )

VIDEO SYNC OUT NTSC format compactness and high quality sound recording, and improves effi-
Level : greater than O.l]Vp-p

WORDSYNC OUT BNC connector,ITL compatible ciency in electronic news gathering. All these features implies
SERIALRENOTE 9p...... tor,ES-422 that the introduction of professional DAT brings great benefit to a
PONERSUPPLY 100VAC,S0/60Nz,ESW broad range of users in the professional audio and video field.
UiMENSi0NS 4l]scN)×re(E)x427cD)n 14. AcknowledgmentWEIGHT 20kg
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